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Is it really so obivous to everybody the layers of meaning within this song? Or do you all think it is just about sodemy and the
pscyological effects .... "Prison Sex" is a song by American rock band Tool. The song was released as their second single from
their debut studio album Undertow. The song uses a .... One would be surprised at the amount of timeless, seemingly harmless
classics with questionable hidden meanings. A few quick examples are .... ... disturbing stop-motion videos for its songs “Sober”
and “Prison Sex” ... Though rarely one to get into specifics about the meaning of his lyrics, .... "Prison Sex" is a song by
American rock band Tool. The song was released as their second single from their debut studio album Undertow. The song uses
a .... Creed - My Own Prison music video and lyrics meaning. ... Scott Stapp wrote this song as he was going through trying
times which made ... He started a foundation to help families, but has also been arrested and was involved in a sex tape.. What
does Tool's song Prison Sex mean? We have the answer.. He also uses a Natural finished LP Custom when playing "Prison Sex"
live. Justin uses ... "Undertow" is a great song, but what's it supposed to mean? While this .... ... and their stunning videos for
"Sober" and "Prison Sex" earned the band ... We weren't afraid to go and have eight-minute songs, whereas .... She most
certainly did not ask to be part of this song about having sex with Hailey Bieber! We got the subtext in “Yummy,” but on
“Habitual,” .... I love Faith No More (and find more meaning in their songs than many ... like Prison sex by Tool if they knew
the lyrics and what it was about.. The meaning of the song is basically summed up by the title "Prison Sex". What does that
usually imply? Rape. When you combine that with the rest of the song .... Were Tool ripping off Elvis when they recorded the
song Prison Sex? ... I mean, I think it's pretty clear the idea - Elvis's, and the people who .... Official /r/ToolBand Song
Discussion: Prison Sex. "Prison Sex" is the second track from Tool's full length debut album Undertow originally released April
6th, .... Prison Sex Lyrics: It took so long to remember just what happened / I was so young and vestal then / You know it hurt
me / But I'm breathing so I guess I'm still .... On the surface, this song's title can be easily misinterpreted but "Prison Sex"
actually deals with sexual abuse. Using different points of view, .... With that said, this show is about thought-provoking songs
and what I think their meanings are. I'm not just picking my favorite songs but the .... Lyrics to mists of avalon Prison Sex (Tool
cover): It took so long to remember just what happened. I was so .... If you need further convincing that this is the song's true
meaning, the ... The second single from Tool's 'Undertow' debut, “Prison Sex” utilizes .... I have a deeper respect for Maynard
than i ever have ever had for a singular artist, and the reason for that is songs like Prison sex, Jimmy, H, Judith, Passive, ...
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